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Identifying biological and behavioural causes of diseases has been
one of the central concerns of epidemiology for the past half cen-
tury. This has led to the development of increasingly sophisticated
conceptual and analytical approaches focused on the isolation of
single causes of disease states. However, the growing recognition
that (i) factors at multiple levels, including biological, behavioural
and group levels may influence health and disease, and (ii) that the
interrelation among these factors often includes dynamic feedback
and changes over time challenges this dominant epidemiological
paradigm. Using obesity as an example, we discuss how the adop-
tion of complex systems dynamic models allows us to take into
account the causes of disease at multiple levels, reciprocal relations
and interrelation between causes that characterize the causation
of obesity. We also discuss some of the key difficulties that the
discipline faces in incorporating these methods into non-infectious
disease epidemiology. We conclude with a discussion of a potential
way forward.
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The hunt for causes in
epidemiology
Epidemiology is a practical discipline, ultimately con-
cerned with identifying modifiable causes of disease
and dysfunction. As such, it cannot escape issues
related to how one conceptualizes causality and
finds causes. The understanding of causality is, of
course, not simple, and we should be mindful that
whether it is in the social or biological sciences,
there may be no real ‘gold standard’ for doing so.1
As epidemiology has developed as a discipline in the
last quarter century, the quest for isolating ‘causes’
has emerged as one of the central foci in the field.2
The sufficient-component causal model3 served as an
early organizing heuristic, and more recently, the
counterfactual paradigm4 has allowed epidemiologists
to cast other concerns that are central to the field,
particularly issues of confounding, within a causal
framework. Indeed, important epidemiological devel-
opments, both conceptual and methodological, have
grown directly out of this emerging clarity about the
nature of causes, including, for example, directed
acyclic graphs5 and marginal structural models.6
These developments have provided support for the
focus on isolating factors, primarily behavioural or
biological, that we may term causes of a particular
disease state. In many respects, this has been a suc-
cessful enterprise. For example, epidemiological stu-
dies demonstrating strong causal connections
between smoking and lung cancer and asbestos
exposure and mesothelioma have strengthened our
resolve that we can discover causes of disease states.
A greater sophistication in our ability to isolate these
independent factors, and to identify which ones of
them do indeed cause disease, increases the useful-
ness of epidemiology that ultimately has always
conceived of itself as a ‘pragmatic science’.2
In this article we discuss both some of the concep-
tual challenges that are inherent in our current
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conceptualization of causes and how a shift in our
methodological approach may allow us to better
grapple with the complexity of causation within a
multilevel understanding of disease etiology. Overall,
from the point of view of a simple organizing defini-
tion, we think that Susser’s timeless formulation that
‘a cause is something that makes a difference’ is
apposite. Susser noted that ‘insofar as epidemiology
is a science that aims to discover the causes of health
states, the search includes all determinants of a
health outcome’.2 We argue in this article that our
growing sophistication in population health increas-
ingly illustrates that for many diseases there are
numerous factors at different levels of influence that
meet this criterion. It is this recognition that compels
us to consider new methodological approaches that
can adequately deal with the full scope of causes
‘that make a difference’.
Complicating causes
Our hunt for causes is complicated by two emerging
observations. First, factors at multiple levels, includ-
ing biological, behavioural, group and macro-social
levels, all have implications for the production and dis-
tribution of health.7 Secondly, these factors frequently
influence one another and, in addition, are sometimes
influenced by the health indicators of interest.
We illustrate each of these observations by focusing
on obesity, synthesizing a well-established body of
work in the area.
The rapid increase in obesity in the USA and other
countries during the past 15 years has been the sub-
ject of much academic discussion. Recent publications
have even suggested that the increase in childhood
obesity in the USA might result in the first reversal
of life expectancy in this country within the past
century (excepting a very brief reversal during the
1918 influenza pandemic).8 The academic focus on
the etiology of the ‘obesity epidemic’ has been
intense, and the evidence now suggests that a diverse
range of factors influence obesity. These include
but are not limited to: (i) endogenous factors such
as genes and factors influencing their expression;
(ii) individual-level factors such as behaviours
(size of food portions, dietary habits, exercise,
television-viewing patterns), education, income;
(iii) neighbourhood-level factors such as availability
of grocery stores, suitability of the walking environ-
ment, advertising of high caloric foods; (iv) school-
level factors such as availability of high-caloric foods
and beverages and health education; (v) district
or state-level policies that regulate marketing
of high caloric foods; (vi) national-level surplus
food programmes, other food distribution pro-
grammes and support for various agricultural
products; and (vii) from a lifecourse perspective his-
tory of breastfeeding, maternal health and parental
obesity.9,10
So, what is the cause of obesity?
This example highlights the problem for the domi-
nant epidemiological causal paradigm, namely, how
do we think about, and analytically grapple with,
the potential contribution of factors at all these
levels of influence when we are centrally concerned
with isolating independent and actionable ‘causes’?
We may think of three different possible solutions to
this problem.
The first is conceptual. One might argue that factors
that are at higher levels of influence and exert their
influence indirectly by way of other factors are not
truly ‘causes’. However, this solution is unsatisfying.
For example, if legislation eliminated the production
of cigarettes then (eventually) most lung cancer
would be eliminated. Would it not make sense then
to argue that such legislation was causally related to
the occurrence of lung cancer in the population?
If we accept, as the evidence amply suggests, that
these higher level influences do indeed matter and
do, in some way, influence the likelihood of obe-
sity, a pragmatic scientific approach1 would suggest
that we should indeed consider these factors as part
of a set of causes, or at the very least as causes
of causes11 and hence worthy of our epidemiological
interest.12
A counterfactual approach suggests that a better
understanding of causation is an understanding
of how interventions to change a variable would
ultimately lead to changes in an outcome variable of
interest, compared with a counterfactual scenario in
which no intervention occurred. This would involve
not only an estimate of the strength, but also the
timing of the effects, as some causal variables might
produce more immediate effects, whereas others
might have a slower but more lasting impact. This
approach is agnostic as to the level at which such
interventions occur.
The second solution could be to extend the tools
that we currently use within epidemiology to deal
with these other factors. Largely in response to this
question there has been in the past decade a dramatic
increase in the use of multilevel, or hierarchical,
regression models within epidemiology. These
models allow epidemiologists to consider the contri-
bution of factors at multiple levels while taking into
account factors at other levels that may confound the
relation between the central factor (cause) of interest
and the key disease outcome. Unfortunately, although
useful, multilevel methods do little to help deal with a
fundamental limitation of all regression-based
models, namely that these models are concerned
with assessing the relation between ‘independent’
variables and ‘outcomes’ of interest. Therefore, this
approach, as commonly used, does little to take into
account the dynamic and reciprocal relations between
some ‘exposures’ and ‘outcomes’, discontinuous rela-
tions or changes in the relations between ‘exposures’
and ‘outcomes’ over time.











Going back to our obesity example, even though
individual exercise patterns are linked to the risk of
obesity,13 obesity is also a determinant of individual
exercise patterns.14 Similarly, although dietary habits
are clearly linked to risk of obesity,14 individual
dietary habits are in turn shaped both by social
networks15 and by the availability of food in an indi-
vidual’s neighbourhood.16 Also, it is likely that the
relation among all the key factors, or causes, of
obesity is not easily parameterized. It would be a
substantial assumptive stretch to argue that there is
a linear relation, for example, between suitability of
the walking environment and risk of obesity, and
even more of a stretch to argue that any hypothesized
parametric relation is consistent across all the rela-
tions of interest in shaping obesity. Therefore, in
this one example we can see a reciprocal relation
between putative ‘exposures’ and ‘outcomes’, clear
interrelations between key independent variables of
interest, and absence of clear predictable parametric
relations. Regression models, although clearly helpful
at identifying isolated relations between covariates
while taking into account potential confounders, are
poorly suited to deal with these complications.
Interrelations among individuals can also lead to vio-
lations of the stable unit treatment value assumption
(SUTVA), since a treatment that affects the obesity of
one individual could also affect the obesity of his/her
friends.
A third possible solution—and the focus of this
article—is the adoption of complex systems dynamic
computational models. Complex systems approaches
in general allow us to take into account both the influ-
ence of causal influence at multiple levels and the
interrelations among causal covariates that strain
most widely used analytic methods. There have been
previous calls for the adoption of complex systems
dynamic methods to epidemiology,17 and the concep-
tual basis for these arguments can be traced back as far
as Morris (1957).18,19 These calls have grown in recent
years, and recent writing in the field has gone further
in showing how these methods can substantially move
us forward in our thinking.20–22
A methodological shift: complex
systems and complex systems
dynamic analytic approaches
Complex systems are systems that are characterized
by feedbacks, interrelations among agents and discon-
tinuous non-linear relations.23,24 Drawing on this def-
inition, we refer to complex systems dynamic analytic
approaches as computational approaches that make
use of computer-based algorithms to model dynamic
interactions between individuals agents (e.g. persons,
cells) or groups and their properties, within, and
across levels of influence. The most common
approach is agent-based modelling. Implementing an
agent-based model (ABM) involves specifying rules
for individual agents and how they interact with
each other, and running computer simulations to
observe how these individual level rules translate
into patterns at the population level. Different varia-
tions of ABMs are possible. The agents may be adap-
tive, so that their behaviour changes over time to
replicate more successful behaviours, or may use
pre-set rules as to how their behaviour will respond
in response to different stimuli. The agents may inter-
act based on the spatial proximity of the agents, or
based on a social network structure that specifies how
interactions occur. Agents can also be clustered into
groups at different levels—such as organs, households
or neighbourhoods—and can be influenced by group-
level variables.
In many respects then, complex systems dynamic
methods may provide solutions to the important chal-
lenges to extant epidemiological methods that are
posed by the multilevel causal thinking that we sug-
gest in this article. Some of these challenges can be
captured by alternative techniques, such as systems
dynamic modelling. Systems dynamic models share
a number of features in common with complex
systems dynamic models, in that they can also involve
computer-based algorithms that capture dynamic
interactions among different variables, with feedback
loops. They can be used to simulate the results of
interventions, and compare them with counterfactual
outcomes. However, they are not well suited to cap-
turing other key features of the real world, such as
the role of social networks in influencing behaviour,
the role of heterogeneous individuals who may adapt
their behaviour in response to policy changes and the
selective movement of individuals between neigh-
bourhoods depending on the features of the indivi-
duals and neighbourhoods.
If the appearance of obesity in populations and the
secular trends in obesity that we observe truly reflect
the combined effects of the interaction of multiple
factors at the genetic, metabolic, behavioural, psycho-
logical, social network, built environment, institu-
tional, food supply and food policy levels, then it
would be surprising if it could be simply understood
by reference to a single level of determination. As Rea
and colleagues note25 ‘. . . living organisms are better
understood as complex adaptive systems characterized
by multiple participating agents, hierarchical organi-
zation, extensive interactions among genetic and
environmental effects, nonlinear responses to pertur-
bation, temporal dynamics of structure and function,
distributed control, redundancy, compensatory
mechanisms, and emergent properties’. If this is true
of individual organisms, then moving beyond the
individual into the realm of social and policy pro-
cesses must surely increase complexity of the casual
processes exponentially.
In addition, there is increased understanding that in
the case of such complex systems, the appearance of











emergent properties is the rule and not the exception.
Emergent properties are system-wide phenomena that
cannot simply be understood as the combination of
independent individual components. At the physical
level, the properties of water are not easily derived
from understanding the behaviour of hydrogen and
oxygen molecules. At the biological level, serum
concentration of high density lipoprotein-cholesterol
(HDL-C) is related to so many, high-dimensional
and interacting factors that it appears to be an emer-
gent phenotype.25 At the social network level, levels of
organization such as communities emerge from the
interaction of much simpler networks.26 Finally, at
the political level, emergent phenomena have also
been described.27 The study of emergent phenomena
is relatively new and not without contention.
Emergent phenomena may simply represent, as yet
imperfectly understood, the result of high levels of
non-linear interaction in dynamic, multilevel systems,
or they may represent behaviour that is fundamen-
tally not deducible from the individual forces in the
system; hence, they are not easily incorporated into
the standard regression-based approach that is pri-
marily used in understanding population health.
Complex systems dynamic methods have demon-
strated the ability to produce emergent phenomena
from simple rules, and in some cases have replicated
system phenomena from the real world that have
been difficult to replicate with alternative methods.
The number of persons who die in wars follows a
regular power–law distribution that political scientists
have not found easy to explain, but has been found to
emerge from a model of competing states in the face
of technological changes.28 The patterns followed by
flocks of birds would be difficult to capture in equa-
tions by observing the system as a whole, but can be
replicated nicely using simple rules to govern the
behaviour of individual birds.29,30
Observations such as those we draw here, applied to
other phenomena of interest, have led complex systems
dynamic analytic approaches to be embraced and used
extensively in many disciplines.31 Systems biologists are
increasingly utilizing complex systems approaches.32
Ecologists have used complex systems to approach
issues of multi-scale and dynamic interactions within
ecosystems.33 Economists have long considered both
the joint characteristics of individuals and of global
societal dynamics that influence economic systems,34,35
and have adopted complex systems dynamic analytic
approaches, including evolutionary complex models
that show how different stock market trading strategies
can emerge from simple evolutionary rules.36 Complex
systems computational approaches also have been
applied in organizational science using multi-agent
approaches that can have direct applicability for policies
aimed at improving organizational effectiveness.37 In
political sciences, complex systems computational
models have been applied to questions of state forma-
tion, power politics27,38 and the role of power sharing in
encouraging secessionism.39 Other work that has mod-
elled civil violence has helped inform understanding of
how group behaviour may lead to communal violence.40
Public health, however, has lagged substantially
behind other disciplines in the adoption of these
approaches. Although there has been a call for a
growing integration of complex systems methods
into public health analysis,17,21,41–43 the bulk of the
work has been limited to areas of infectious disease
processes (e.g. see ref.44). We are aware of only a
handful of applications of complex systems dynamic
computational approaches to non-infectious disease
epidemiology.45 Importantly, the field of infectious
disease transmission is an exception, as complex sys-
tems methods are increasingly being used to model
person-to-person transmission of disease in popula-
tions—an exception that we shall come to later.
Challenges in the application of
complex systems dynamic models
to epidemiological questions
Given this rationale for the application of complex
systems dynamic models to epidemiological questions,
the question emerges—Why have these methods not
found wider application within public health in gen-
eral and within epidemiology in particular? Although
there is, with all methods, a lag time in adoption of
novel approaches, there have been clear calls in the
peer-reviewed literature for the applications of these
methods to epidemiology for at least a decade.17
Resources are now widely available for use in under-
standing complex systems thinking,31 agent-based
modelling,29,46,47 software tools for developing
ABMs48 and techniques for fitting models with
data.47,49,50 There are readily available continuing
education seminars and workshops that instruct and
inform interested epidemiologists. We offer here sug-
gestions about the challenges that face epidemiolo-
gists in the adoption of complex systems dynamic
models to our work.
The determination of individual disease
Epidemiology is concerned with the determination of
the distribution of health and disease in populations,
a determination that ultimately rests on inter-
individual variation in physiological processes that
shape health within individuals. Although epidemio-
logical methods are predicated on population-based
methods that should, in a perfect world, be used
only for group-level inference, epidemiologists are
nonetheless accustomed to thinking of our methods
as providing insight into individual health and disease
formation. The epidemiological concern with individ-
ual health and disease poses a substantial challenge
to methods, such as complex systems dynamic
models, which are primarily and centrally concerned
with the determination of population patterns and the











modulation of those patterns by the interrelation
among other features of these same populations. In
many respects then, complex systems dynamic models
push epidemiology even further from its early roots in
clinical practice and ever closer to a concern with the
health of populations. Although we might argue that
such a shift would represent a positive development,
it carries with it challenges that must be bridged if
epidemiology is to embrace the potential use of com-
plex systems dynamic models.
Parameterizing models
In the vast majority of the articles we cite here, and in
the peer-reviewed literature at large, complex systems
dynamic approaches have rested on modelling
of parameters that are often either hypothesized or
created as exemplars to test the interaction or beha-
viour of particular agents. That is, the estimates for
parameters are more a matter of convenience or of
intellectual interest to explore a model’s behaviour,
than solidly based in data. In fact, one of the criti-
cisms of complex systems dynamic approaches in the
broader literature is that complex systems modelling
exercises are a ‘fact-free science’.51 In addition, com-
plex systems dynamic techniques often rest on
assumptions regarding interrelations between specific
components that reflect the biases of the analysts.52
For example, many complex systems dynamic models
embed assumptions about the distribution and mag-
nitude of parameters, aggregate relationships between
actors and the importance of including or excluding
certain variables.53 The emphasis is sometimes on
how the model ‘works’, and not on whether the para-
meters are tied to observable data or on the sensitivity
of the specific empiric predictions of the models to
realistic values of these parameters.
However, in many cases, assumptions about para-
meterization and parameter values are critical to
the inference for the real world drawn from these
models. In many respects, this historic reliance of
complex systems dynamic modelling approaches
on hypothesized or test parameters is inimical to epi-
demiology’s heavy reliance on methods that produce
the best possible estimates and parameters. Therefore,
the adoption of complex systems dynamic models in
epidemiology will necessitate the incorporation of tan-
gible, evidence-based, parameterization into
approaches that have not always been so focused on
data.
Facility with simulated data
Epidemiological methods, frequently married with
biostatistical techniques and approaches, continue to
dwell, almost entirely, on the analysis of data that are
collected through epidemiological studies and the
application of various statistical techniques to docu-
ment association present in the data collected.
Adoption of complex systems dynamic models in epi-
demiology will require a conceptual shift for
epidemiology and public health—a shift away from
statistical association models focused on effect esti-
mates to simulations in which we can test scenarios
under different conditions, rather than simply obser-
ving associations within finite and specific datasets.
Although sensitivity analyses do test different scenar-
ios, they are generally an exercise focused on asking
how various assumptions about measurement error or
other barriers to inference influence the observed
findings. By contrast, the modelling exercise of
sweeping through a broad range of possible scenarios
is more focused on understanding how the relation-
ships within a complex system behave in an unex-
pected fashion.
Although, as noted above, complex systems dynamic
models will still need to be parameterized using
observational (or experimental) epidemiological data,
these data will need to be used creatively, quilting
together data from disparate sources in order to
create simulation models that best help us answer
the key epidemiological questions of interest. The
shift from a dominant paradigm where we search
for association in available data to the use of mod-
elled data (albeit informed by existing data sources)
to test scenarios is not insubstantial. Although testing
alternate scenarios is uncommon in epidemiology,
such an approach lends itself well to the counterfac-
tual paradigm which is, itself, predicated on the
notion of alternate/hypothetical counterfactual uni-
verses that change only one factor and speculate on
whether such a change has an effect on the disease
outcome of interest.4
Identifying interactions and interrelations
Our central premise in this article is that complex
systems dynamic models have much to offer epide-
miology and it is time for epidemiology to consider
adopting these methods as part of its toolkit.
However, as we have noted in several places in this
article, this recommendation is focused mainly on
non-infectious disease epidemiology. Indeed, infec-
tious disease epidemiologists have used complex
systems dynamic methods effectively to model the
transmission of diseases from person to person.
Complex systems dynamic models rest on modelling
interactions and interrelations, and on understanding
how these interactions contribute to the emergence of
patterns in populations, be they in the form of inter-
relations among individuals or of dynamic feedback
between states of a particular individual within envir-
onments that are also dynamically changing. This
approach is intuitively easier to understand when
considering transmission of pathogenic organisms
between individuals, providing clear links among per-
sons within a model.
Epidemiologists are less accustomed to modelling
inter-individual relations when concerned with
pathology that is not predicated on person-to-person
transmission. Epidemiological inquiry focused on the











role of the social environment in shaping individual
health, or social epidemiology, is one of the most
rapidly growing fields of epidemiology.41 However,
even social epidemiology often models factors that
arise from group interaction as endogenous properties
of individuals. For example, although there is evi-
dence that social supports are protective of the risk
of coronary death,54 these social supports are typically
modelled as properties of individuals even though
they are, by definition, relational and exogenous prop-
erties of a particular micro- or macro-population.
Absent a clear conceptualization of the interrelations
between individuals that shape health outcomes, the
application of complex systems dynamic models to
epidemiology will remain limited.
The role of time and lifecourse
Recent writing in epidemiology has drawn attention
to a lifecourse perspective55 which recognizes that
disease production in the individual is not a static
product of individual circumstance at any given
time, but rather a product of circumstances over the
lifecourse, possibly starting in utero and proceeding
through an individual’s life. In many respects this
more closely approximates the temporal nature of
most disease processes that develop over considerable
periods of time, including the complex interactions
over time that lead to dynamic down- and up-
regulation of regulatory systems. Although there is
much that can be said on this topic that is beyond
the scope of this article, complex systems dynamic
models, allowing the incorporation of changing,
dynamic processes and their interrelations provide a
promising optimal analytic approach to considering
lifecourse perspectives in epidemiology. However,
although lifecourse approaches have been well con-
ceptualized, there is a substantial gulf between this
conceptualization and our parameterization of the
role of time in the determination of health and
disease. Epidemiological studies remain largely
short term, and even the few studies that have fol-
lowed persons and populations over long periods of
time seldom provide the richness of epidemiological
detail that allow the reliable parameterization of
changing temporal relations. Empiric studies have
demonstrated the importance of certain early-life
influences on health later in life, but it is rare to
have exposure measures throughout the lifecourse in
a cohort study that can be used to tease apart the
relative impacts of different exposures at different
life stages.56 Therefore, epidemiologists considering
the implementation of these methods must contend
with tools that allow them to model changing influ-
ence of determinants over time without much guid-
ance from the empiric studies that we are accustomed
to using in our work.
A way forward
We suggest that epidemiological thinking needs to
broaden its conception of causes, and that such think-
ing may well be served by the adoption of complex
systems dynamic models as part of our armamentar-
ium. We have articulated a set of challenges that
we argue has contributed to the slow diffusion of
these methods within epidemiology. The potential
of these methods seems vast, and the challenges
that we need to bridge to successfully adopt them
in epidemiology commensurately daunting. Is there
then a way forward? We are all slow adopters of
novel methods, even when the barriers to adoption
of new methods are much lower than they are here.
Unfamiliarity with methods and limited training in
their implementation are probably enough reasons
to delay epidemiologists’ adoption of complex systems
dynamic models. The additional challenges discussed
here add to the inherent difficulties when a discipline
faces new methodological approaches. We suggest,
however, that in this case the potential offered by
these methods is considerable, and that ultimately
epidemiologists will identify ways to overcome these
challenges and to adopt complex systems dynamic
models in much the same way as regression models,
once new and foreign to the field, quickly became
lingua franca in epidemiology.
In some respects, we are perhaps already ‘half-way
there’ in dealing with many of these challenges.
Although we remain concerned with looking for indi-
vidual causes of individual diseases, and noting the
mismatch between our methods, our outlook and
the hunt for individual cause–disease relations, the
chorus of epidemiological voices expressing concern
is rising.7,17,20,21,41–43 In addition, epidemiological
methodologists have long made ready use of mathe-
matical simulations and other approaches in their
quest to understand and refine methods that add to
the epidemiological armamentarium. It would be one
small step to move methodologists’ thinking from one
concerned with fine-tuning methods in the hunt for
causes, to incorporating methods that study interrela-
tions and provide explanations for populations as sys-
tems. Similarly, although some work in complex
computational analytic approaches remains highly
theoretical, other uses are solidly grounded in the
use of real data.57
The experience of infectious disease
epidemiologists
The spread of these models throughout infectious dis-
ease epidemiological practice suggests that, in the
right context, epidemiologists have also been able to
turn to these unfamiliar methods to push parts of
our discipline forward. Complex system models have
contributed to the theoretical understanding of the
spread of communicable diseases, as well as practical











applications for predicting the effectiveness of differ-
ent intervention strategies. For example, one of the
key theoretical results in infectious disease epidemiol-
ogy is that there is a threshold for the density of
susceptibles in a population that determines whether
an epidemic will die off or spread through the popu-
lation.58 One consequence of this theory is that if a
sufficient portion of the population can be immunized
to reduce the density of susceptibles below this
threshold, the disease will die out.59 This result has
great potential for practical application, though the
effectiveness of efforts to apply it to real world dis-
eases has been mixed.59
Fox et al.60 helped to highlight a key reason for the
failure of this model to accurately predict the thresh-
old of herd immunity in real-world diseases. These
threshold results were derived from the use of sys-
tems dynamic models that assumed random mixing
of the population. If the contact rate is higher in
some subsets of the population than others, then
the required immunity level in those populations
may need to be higher than in others. Complex sys-
tems dynamic models that explicitly model the social
network structure have developed this idea further,
showing how different network structures can lead
to different results for the epidemiological thresh-
old,61 or even the non-existence of an epidemiological
threshold.62
Recent modelling of the spread of infectious diseases
has also drawn on extensive data sources and modern
computing power to provide even more effective tools
that can be practically used to predict the effective-
ness of different real-world interventions. The ‘Large
Scale Agent Model’ developed by the Centre on Social
and Economic Dynamics at the Brookings Institute57
is a good example of this type of model. It incorpo-
rates census data and travel patterns in the USA
into a model that can handle several billion agents.
This type of empirically based model can provide an
important tool in efforts to prevent the spread of
infections such as the H1N1 virus. Other empirically
driven models have been used to model the spread of
different types of infectious diseases, such as malaria
and HIV.63,64
A role for complex systems models in
evaluating interventions to improve
population health
We close by presenting an example of how a complex
systems dynamic model could provide practical infor-
mation that could be used in evaluating potential
interventions for improving population health.
Congruent with the example we have followed
throughout the article, we consider policy interven-
tions that aim to reduce obesity.
Interventions to improve health outcomes can target
causes at multiple levels: individual, neighbourhood,
school district, city, state or national. They could
target downstream causes that directly influence the
target variable, or more upstream causes such as
income or education levels, whose influence is felt
indirectly.
Evaluating direct, individual-level interventions is
relatively easy: we can perform randomized controlled
trials to determine whether individuals who receive
the intervention are less likely to develop the
health outcome of interest than individuals who do
not receive the intervention. In the case of upstream,
group-level causal variables, this is more difficult. A
randomized experiment would require identifying
large numbers of groups (neighbourhoods, cities,
states, etc.) that are willing to participate in what
could be a costly policy intervention. In addition,
upstream policies may be harder to evaluate because
it may take longer for their health effects to be felt.
An evaluation of health impacts over a limited time
frame may not tell the full story if the immediate
impacts are different than the long-run impacts.
To judge the relative effectiveness of different policy
options, it therefore becomes crucial to have a model
that can predict how the short-term effects will trans-
late into long-run outcomes. This requires a model
that can capture the complexity of the situation, com-
bined with careful data analysis to ensure that the
relationships in the model are an accurate depiction
of the real world.
An illustrative example
We have developed a preliminary model of the influ-
ence of social and behavioural factors on obesity and
cardiovascular disease, which we can use to illustrate
the role that complex systems modelling could play in
helping to evaluate upstream, group-level policies. The
time required for a policy to have an impact and the
long-run persistence of these effects depend greatly
on the pathways from the intervention to the out-
come, and on the strength of feedback loops that
occur along this pathway. We illustrate this by using
simulations of the impact of investing in good food
stores on body mass index (BMI), under different
assumptions about the importance of friend networks
in influencing diets. The model we use for these
simulations cannot be described in detail here due
to space limitations but the key features that are rel-
evant for these simulations are summarized here. We
are using an ABM with agents arranged in a grid
divided into 100 neighbourhoods, with social ties
formed primarily between agents who live nearby.
An agent’s diet is determined by a combination of
the availability of good food stores in her neighbour-
hood, her education level, the diet of her parents and
friends and genetic predispositions. This in turn influ-
ences BMI, which adjusts gradually to changes in
diet.
The policy that we simulate increases the level
of investment in attracting good food stores in all











100 neighbourhoods. We run two versions of the sim-
ulation, one with weak friend network ties, and one
with strong friend network ties, where each agent’s
choice of diet depends 90% on the diets of their
friends and 10% on other factors. These relatively
extreme assumptions about the importance of friend
networks are chosen to illustrate the point more
clearly, but noticeable differences in the results can
be seen with smaller variations in the importance of
friend networks as well. With each set of assump-
tions, we then evaluate the difference between
the average BMI at each point in time in the policy
simulation against the average BMI in a counterfac-
tual simulation where there is no such policy. In
both cases the policy is funded for 25 time units
(e.g. months), after which it is cancelled. The outputs
presented are averages of 10 model runs using the
program Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit
(REPAST).
The results of these simulations are shown in
Figure 1. In the case with weak social network effects,
the impact of the policy is felt more quickly, and the
maximum impact is stronger. However, the impacts
are more persistent in the case with strong social
network effects, and it takes longer for them to
dissipate.
This illustrates the importance both of understand-
ing the strength of social network effects, and of hav-
ing a model that can help illustrate how the network
effect translates into policy relevant conclusions.
Some progress has been made recently in evaluating
the importance of friend networks in influencing
the evolution of BMI over time, using an analysis of
network data from the Framingham Heart Study.65
This type of data analysis is important in informing
our understanding, and these efforts should be repli-
cated and extended. Just as crucial is the construction
of complex models that can be used to identify key
pieces of information that should be studied, and
to translate what is learned from the data into
conclusions about policy; in this case translating
information about the strength of friend network
effects into conclusions about the timing of the
impacts of policy interventions.
Conclusion
There is precedent for the use of complex systems
dynamic models for the purpose of understanding
system behaviour and outcomes, for parameterizing
these relations using real data and for deriving from
these models insight that has practicable and imme-
diate implications for populations. We intend this
article to serve as both a challenge and as an encour-
agement. We suggest here that complex systems mod-
elling approaches have the potential to integrate our
growing knowledge about multilevel causes of health
and their patterns of feedback and interaction, and to
inform our knowledge about how specific policy inter-
ventions influence the health of populations. It is
important to note that we do not think that these
approaches will necessarily be a panacea or that
they will necessarily offer a solution to all the chal-
lenges epidemiology faces as we grapple with causal
thinking. As in all statistical and computational
models, the utility of models depends strongly on
the quality of the data that are input into the
models and the assumptions that inform the model-
ling effort. We do think that complex systems
dynamic models provide a promising approach that
can augment our epidemiological armamentarium
and push us forward both conceptually and method-
ologically. Time will tell whether widespread adoption
of these methods will move the field substantially
forward and, of course, the ultimate test will be
whether or not the adoption of these methods will
help us address important epidemiological questions
and move us closer to improving the health of popu-
lations. However, as more epidemiologists recognize
that complexity is a compelling and essential aspect
of population systems, we think that growth in the
application of complexity approaches to epidemiology
in coming years is near inevitable. In that light, clearly
articulating the methods that can help us achieve that
goal and the challenges we face in the adoption of
these methods can suggest the barriers that need to
be overcome and suggest a way forward.66
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Figure 1 Agent-based-modelling simulation of population
changes in BMI subsequent to the implementation of a
policy to attract better food stores to local neighbourhoods,
stratified by populations characterized by strong and weak
network ties












 The growing recognition that the interrelation among factors at multiple levels that influence health
and disease often involves dynamic feedback and changes over time challenges the dominant epide-
miological approach to identifying causes.
 Complex systems dynamic models may provide one approach for epidemiologists to account for the
complexity of disease causation in populations.
 There are several challenges facing the discipline in incorporating these methods into non-infectious
disease epidemiology.
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